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jumping

writing playing

swimming sleeping

drinking

barks

chases

trickles

patters



to look to jump to brush

Looked Jumped Brushed

Looking Jumping brushing

1. To leap Leaped Leaping Leaps

2. To bang Banged Banging Bangs

3. To talk Talked Talking Talks

4. To paint Painted Painting Paints

5. To pray Prayed Praying Prays

6. To cook Cooked Cooking Cooks

7. To wish Wished Wishing Wishes

8. To scratch Scratched Scratching Scratches

1. To count 2. To catch 3. To drop

4. To find 5. To shout 6. To sweep



is licking

is sniffing

are playing

am reading

watching

to

to

to

buying

waking

strike are

is looking

am falling

1. wishing 2. hitting 3. running 4. liking

5. putting 6. growing 7. starting 8. shining



Jack and the Pirate School Part. 5 - Answers

1. Where does Captain Blackheart send Jack? Why do you think he does this?

The hold. The hold is the ships prison. To stop Jack from escaping.

2. What does Jack say to Ben to get him to help him?

He tells Ben that his dad thinks he is playing and that he doesn’t want to walk the plank.

3. How many days pass whilst they wait an see if the ransom will be paid?

7 days (1 week)

4. Why do the pirates still laugh as they prepare the plank?

They are mean hearted ruffians

5. Who distracts the pirates whilst Jack changes the direction of the ship. How does Jack make the distraction happen?
The parrot, Jack pulls out a feather from his tail.

6. Why does Jack blow into the sheep's bladder, what will happen if he does this?
To make a balloon, to help him float in the water.

7. Do you think Jack’s family would believe him if he told the truth? Why do you think this?


